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President’s Message:
Hello BSCC friends and family,
As predicted, June turned out to be a pinnacle month for the club, book-ended by two
incredible events:
1) 2010 President’s Mystery tours
2) The 1st (of hopefully many to come), BSCC hosted event “The BSCC Tailgater”.
2010 President’s Mystery Tour – In typical fashion, the tour route was a mystery even to
me (1 week prior to the event). However, thanks to the gracious support from John and
Leanne Williams, the route evolved into a loop that began in Albany and wandered the
highways East of I-5, with the primary destination being Diamond Lake in Central Oregon.
15 Cars joined the caravan (notice the emphasis on cars…not club members? Does it always
need to be about the cars?). The morning turned out to be somewhat overcast, but 2
hours into the run, we were into full sun. And while the event itself was incredibly fun (see
recap below), the pre-planning had a few very memorable moments as well. As part of the
planning stage, John offered to drive the C6 for the discovery phase, and we discovered as
much about the route as we did about the car. Like the time when:
 C6 Corvette wins race – in this instance, a bird challenged John to a race by flying
directly in front of the car while doing >55mph. Unfortunately, GM engineering was
no match.
 Logging Roads – From Hwy 58, we spent 3 hours meandering through the 2 lane
asphalt and 1 lane gravel roads attempting to find a faster path from Hwy 58 to Hwy
138. In the end, the big loop via Hwy 97 proved to be the fastest route. Thanks to
Leanne’s research skills and map reading skills, we were able to finalize the last 1/3
of the run the night before the event.
 Smoke Signals (literally) – Several of the 1 lane gravel roads where lined with dried
grass growing in the center. In hind-site, the C6 Corvette was never intended as a
brush buggy and the low clearance allows for grass to wedge into the undercarriage.
Mix in a little heat from the exhaust manifolds and you have the makings for some
really good smoke signals. Let’s just say, we were very thankful to locate a store that
sold water in gallon jugs.
And for the record….none of the events above are BIRFUTTable, at least in my book.
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Again, many thanks go to John and Leanne for helping to craft this memorable event, and to
the 1st lady Carolyn for running the last leg the night before. Hence the late night run to
Sharri’s and my dash to Starbucks in the AM. Read more about this event below.
BSCC Tailgater – As the 1st formal event hosted by the BSCC, this event had been a
longtime in the making. Thanks to the efforts of a core team that saw this event through to
the end (Bob Chilton, Pat Melius, John and Cathy Wendel, Al and Mary Sather, John and
Leanne Williams, Bill & Lou Gsell, Larry Angland, Terry Watne, and Don Eckhart), along
with additional support from club members.
Wrapped around the Sweet Home Sweet Ride, the tailgater started with a social meet and
greet on Friday, followed by a Saturday morning caravan to Sweet Home, and ending with a
Mystery Tour Saturday evening for an incredible BBQ in Mt Angel. Highlights include:
 Ice Cream Social (Mary Hobson/Cathy Wendell) - over 75 participants
 Caravan to Sweet Home - 25 Corvettes started and we accumulated more along
the way.
 Mystery Tour & BBQ (Pat Melius/John Wendel) – 25 cars (including one Tin
Nellie), carrying 51 people to dinner.
 Fund Raising activities focused on raffle tickets for Gift baskets that were crafted
by the club members. They include:
o All things Corvette – Carolyn & Gene Kid
o Wine Tasting Basket – John & Cathy Wendel
o Whiskey & Corvette Glasses – Lou & Bill Gsell
o Hand Crafted Bowl – Bob & Ortiz Garvey
o All things Dremel – John & Leanne Williams
 Event participation also included Corvette Enthusiasts from sister clubs as far
away as Tacoma WA, Olympia WA, Vancouver WA, & Visalia CA.
For a 1st event, the BSCC Tailgater was a Stunning Success!
Save the Wave,
Don Eckhart, President BSCC

In what facility were the first two
1953 Corvettes produced?
Larry Angland
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Last Month’s Happenings
June Meeting Minutes – by Faye Melius
Tuesday, July 8, 2010
Ciddici’s Pizza Pallor
6:30-7:30 pm
Call to order: The meeting was called to order by Don Eckhart at 6:40m
 Welcome New Member(s):
o Kirk Martinson with a C3 1981, silver/gray
 New Cars:
o Don Cipollone has a 1965 Roadster. Small Block
o John Zimmerman - a newly acquired 2002.
 Old Business:
o Participant Event Reports:
 Poker Run, Olympia WA, Pat & Faye Melius took 3rd place.
 Club Wine Tour – 3 cars. Good time.
 Strawberry Festival - 5 Vets, Al Sather, Ron Armstrong, Bill Gsell, Larry &
Susan Angland.
 Junction Function – Al was car #216. Nice Event
o Upcoming events:
 The Mystery tour on June 12th. Don’s suggestion that the group meet at 0700
was vetoed by the group. The alternative time was 8 am as previously
planned. Bring your own snacks etc. Will return to Albany by 7 pm.
 Larry and Susan Angland continue with planning of the Sweet Home event. It
will be the weekend of June 26th. Larry expects to see about 300 cars at the
event this year. He requests that anyone who wants to help with the event
contact him.
 The club will Caravan to the event and home from the dinner. The dinner is
capped at 50. The Theme is “Kick the Golden Oldies Association”. See details
below.
 July 4th at John and Kathy Wendell’s. The event will be held on the Santiam
River. Advise is that no one drive their Corvettes as the road is dirt and not
conducive to low traveling vehicles. Bring your own drinks, chairs and food.
Fireworks will be supplied. Bring your own meal. BBQ will be provided.
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 High Desert Club. The dates are July 16 & 17. The dinner is sold out;
however they have opened the event for the day for $50.00 a participant
without the meal on Saturday evening. The plan to date is that as a club we
will caravan over on Friday sometime in the afternoon to get there in time for
the evening cruise.
 Seattle in September – Mystery tour #2. Dates are Sept. 10-12. the rooms are
at the Embassy Suites in Belleview. It is $115 per car and $119 per night for
the hotel. Dinner is on the bay and a night ride is planned with several other
interesting car events. We will plan to caravan up sometime on Friday.
 Club 2010 event:
 Friday night social event will be held at Monteith Park at 7 PM to run
until about 9 pm. Strawberry shortcake is planned. Don asks that all
members please participate. Kathy and Mary are planning the event.
 Saturday plan a cruise up to the Sweet Home event. Cars will meet at
the Chevron at 0700 Saturday morning. The cruise will begin around 4
pm and will take about 2.5 hours to reach dinner destination. Then
people are free to travel home by their own route or there will be a led
cruise home to Albany after dinner.
 There are 5 raffle/basket items to date. If you would like to contribute
on, please let Don know.
New Events: SEE the NEWSLETTER FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF KNOWN EVENTS.
Treasurers Report: Joanne reports a balance of $3485.86
New Business: None
50/50: Duncan’s for $43.40
Birthdays
o Gene Kidd 6th
o Glen Duncan 16th
o Suzie Goodwin 18th
o Terry Leach
o Jerry Eskridge 24th
o Bob Chilton 27th
o Sherry Ferner 30th
o Please let Faye know if your birthday was missed and it will be added to the roster
information
Next Meeting: The next meeting will be held on July 13th, 6:30-7:30 pm; Ciddici’s
Pizza Parlor.

Respectfully submitted: FM

7/6/2010 10:28 PM
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Presidents Mystery Day Tour – PICS
Before it even started, the mystery started. Don’s plan was to leave Ray’s Food market
parking lot at 7:00am. This announcement caused some shock and awe in the meeting.
Fearing a mini revolt, Don backpedaled and said we would meet at 8:00am departing at 8:15
sharp. When the day arrived, Don and Carolyn pulled into the lot at about 8:10ish. Don then
made a bee line for the Starbucks. He made pretty good time, getting back to call the drivers
meeting to order at about 8:17, much to the Kidd’s delight. They quickly presented him with
their BIRFUTT for starting his meeting after his sharp departure time.

We left Albany on Seven Mile lane driving through Brownsville, turned left on Highway 228
and then right on to Brush Creek / Marcola Road which took us into Springfield and our first
stop at a Gas station/Mini Mart so that the C1’s could fuel up and everyone could get recycle
a little coffee.
Our second stop was at a boat ramp parking area on the Fall Creek Reservoir. After leaving
the Fall Creak State Recreation area, we went through Lowell and took the bridge across the
Dexter Creek Reservoir. We had our second pit stop at the Lowell covered Bridge park Rest
Area.
From the Lowell Covered Bridge, We took Highway 58 Willamette Highway through the
mountains and Oakridge to Highway 97. This was a pretty uneventful except for one driver
that, for unknown reasons, had trouble keeping up with the group. In fact, I think he was
pissing off a Mini Cooper that followed him for a long ways. I was literally laughing out loud
at several points. To be fair, I did hear that he did a good job of keeping up with more
spirited driving later in the trip and it is beautiful scenery so maybe he was just taking it all
in. I’m not going to mention any names, but I will give you a hint. His car has 75 more
horsepower than my car has… lol.
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We followed Highway 97 South to Chemult for another rest break / C1 refueling stop. I do
have to admit that I decided to get fuel here knowing I would need to refuel before getting
home. At this point, Don asked me if I wanted to lead. Since we had not driven this portion of
the trip when we were scouting, I figured he was just setting me up to give me his BURFITT.
He promised that he would not and off we went down Highway 97. We turned off of highway
97 onto the road I wanted to drive, but not this portion as it is about 15 miles straight up the
hill.
We continued on looking for the Diamond Lake Lodge. We came to a Diamond Lake Loop
turnoff, but it didn’t say anything about the lodge, so I went on past. Shortly after I heard
someone, Al I think, say over the radio that he thought I was supposed to turn there.
Dohhh!!! So we went on a short distance and I guessed he was probably correct so at a wider
spot in the road I started the turnaround process. With my head hung in shame, I headed
back to the turnoff, but I still didn’t see any signs to the Lodge. In fact, I didn’t see any Lodge
signs until I saw the Diamond Lake Lodge Sign that is attached to the Diamond Lake Lodge.
Thankfully, I got lucky and didn’t have to turn the group again. True to his word, Don did not
give me the BIRFUTT, although there were plenty of individuals in the group who thought he
should have.
The Diamond Lake Lodge overlooks Diamond Lake. It is a beautiful view. I can’t prove it
because I neglected to take any pictures here. Maybe I was distracted by being embarrassed.
In any event, while waiting on food I pulled out my phone. The guy sitting next to me told me
that service wasn’t available. When I checked mine, I had service. So, I sent Leanne a text but
that didn’t really tell me it worked because I felt like I would need a reply to be sure. So, I
fired up my internet. Sure enough, I had 3g coverage. I looked over and he was playing with
his iPhone, using it as a bubble level on the wobbly table. I told him that that was pretty cool,
but sometimes it’s nice to have a phone that you can use as a phone. Since then, I have taken
up bashing AT&T as kind of a minor hobby. This same person didn’t have service in Sweet
Home either, lol, but I guess that is another story. The food was fairly reasonable and pretty
tasty, at least mine was. I had a club sandwich and fries, which is one of my favorites.
When we got out to the parking lot, Don asked me if I wanted to lead again. I was a little
apprehensive, but since this was the part of the road I really wanted to drive, I took the lead.
The road is fairly boring for about 10 miles or so, but then it turns into Vette Nirvanna. It is a
scenic highway full of well made corners. The road surface is largely pretty good and the
river scenery is breathtaking if you wish to take the time to look. I pretty much didn’t notice
the scenery as I led the group down the hill. There is a good variety of corners with a lot of
them in 40ish mph range. If you take them a little faster than that they turn into great fun. It
was especially funny that I was leading at a pace that I thought was great and for the most
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part was staying far enough ahead of the second in line to allow them to run their pace.
Sometimes I would get ahead a little too much, so I would slow down and let them catch up.
Usually, when I would get too far ahead I would catch up with a 4x4 Crew Cab Diesel Pickup
that looked like it had been lifted a little. The guy definitely knew how to drive that truck and
probably drives the road a lot. Kind of funny isn’t it? I feel like I’m blasting along in my Vette
and I am really following a guy in a jumbo pickup. In any event, I had a blast and I was told
by more than a few others that they loved it too.
The road pretty much goes back to normal once you reach Idleyld. We kind of cruised along
until we got through Glide. About a mile or two after crossing the bridge at Colliding Rivers,
we turned left on North Bank Road. This is a very fun road as well, but it is a lot tighter and
more dramatic in elevation changes. We grouped up at the other end of North Bank Road in
Wilbur and drove on into Sutherlin stopping for fuel and to figure out how to proceed. About
half of the group was in a hurry to get home and went up I-5, the other half pushed on.
We drove West through Sutherlin, which is Highway 138. There are portions of this road
that are a real blast and other’s that are more suited for cruise control to enjoy the scenic
views. We came upon some slow moving traffic. When the passing lane came, I hammered it
hoping everyone would be able to get by. Alas, it was not to be. It was a really short passing
zone and only two cars made it past with me. What’s a guy to do? I led on and we left the
others far behind us. When we got to the cruising portion we just took it easy and cruised on
through. When we got to the stop sign in Elkton, the others quickly caught up with us. If we
had turned right, we could have gone into Reedsport and stopped at the Elk Preserve, but
that would have to be another trip. We turned right onto Highway 38 heading towards Drain.
We were supposed to turn off of Highway 38 before we got to I-5, but I had not been on this
part of the route previously either and missed this turn. This was much less painful as we
simply got on I-5 and got off at the Curtain Exit. We drove through “town” towards the West,
past the scary hillbilly amusement park they are building. At the stop sign turn left onto
Curtain Road and then Right onto Territorial Highway. Highway is a definite stretch for this
road as there are a ton of 25ish corners. It was a total blast, although we did have to watch
for portions of not so nice road surface. Someone, who works in road construction, played a
cruel joke on northbound travelers. We came to a sign that said rough road ahead, which
was kind of BS as it wasn’t really that bad. A little bit farther it says the same thing, and holy
cow do the mean it. The road becomes less fun as the valley approaches. A mile or two past
Fern Ridge Reservoir, we turned right onto Highway 36 heading towards Junction City. Since
we all wanted to go to Albany, we followed Highway 99. Rolling into Albany, we broke off as
we approached our respective destinations.
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It was a very long day, but highly enjoyable. The problem with living in the mid valley is that
we have to travel quite a ways to get to the start of good Vette road. I was amazed at how
little slow traffic we had to deal with. I think there was only a few times all day that we got
stuck behind slow moving traffic and generally it was only for a short time.

Ed Loy’s “Tim Burr!” book has been released. NEWS LINK
Ed was recognized in the June 22, 2010 Albany Democrat Herald for writing the history of
the Timber Carnival from World War until II about 2000. It is really nice that he has taken
the time to document such an integral part of Albany’s history.
Six decades of tradition, fun, and flying woodchips … From before World War II until 2000,
Albany, Oregon, hosted a party—a celebration of a great Northwest industry and a proud
way of life. Over the years, the Albany Timber Carnival drew a million and a half people;
primarily from Oregon, Washington, and California, and as far away as Australia and New
Zealand. Starting as a town get-together, it grew into a world championship event.
The Albany Timber Carnival meant beauty queens, tugboat races, loggers from around the
world showing off their skills, and incarceration in The Can for dress code violators. There
were fireworks aplenty, and not all in the sky!
Tim Burr! tells the story of the event and the people who made it possible. It’s packed with
photos, anecdotes, and memories that still reverberate around the Northwest.
If you are interested in purchasing a copy, you can do so at the Albany Regional Museum for
$24. http://www.armuseum.com/
Congratulations and thank you Ed.
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Brownsville Pioneer Picnic Parade - PICS – Ron Armstrong
Ron Armstrong, John Wendel, Al Sather, Larry and Susan Angland, drove the Frontier
Holiday Court Princesses in the Brownsville Pioneer Picnic Parade.

BSCC Ice Cream Social - PICS
This turned out to be a very successful event, although we had way too much ice cream,
strawberries and such. I don’t really have much to say other than we had a great time with a
much larger turnout that I figured would be there.
Special Thank You from Mary Hobbes
 The Friday night Ice Cream Social turned Strawberry Shortcake Social for the Tailgater
was a great success thanks to the help of the following club members:
 Cathy and John Wendel
o For Cathy’s one handed help making the shortcake and the use of her kitchen
and ovens
o For John’s help in hauling things in and out of the car.
o For providing the ice cream in an ice chest.
 Leanne & John Williams
o For taking on the responsibility of washing, cutting, and sugaring all the
strawberries, and getting them down to the park in an ice chest.
o For help in setup and serving.
o For providing raffle tickets and traffic cones
 Lou Gsell
o For being responsible for making the coffee and providing the sugar and cream
to go with it.
o For all her efforts in selling raffle tickets and displaying the baskets.
 Carolyn Kidd
o From hurrying home from her job in Portland to help serve.
 Sherry Ferner
o For coming down early to help serve.
 Bob and Sandie Chilton
o For taking on the responsibility of washing, cutting, and sugaring all the
strawberries
o For all their help in setting up down at the park and providing tables for serving.
o For minding the gate to keep all of the riff raff out.
o For Sandie’s help in serving.
 Al Sather
o For hauling things to the park, along with a table for serving, and helping set up.
 Sharon Schmidt
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o A special thank you for the use of her automatic coffee urn even though they
couldn’t attend.
Hopefully, I have not missed anyone who helped on the Ice Cream Social. We had so many
volunteers to help; it would be quite easy to miss someone. Thank you again! With all your
help, it was a huge success. Mary Hobson

Sweet Home Sweet Ride: PICS1 – PICS2 – PICS3
What can I say; it was a huge car show, you can see the hundreds of pictures that were taken
through the links above.

Here is the bottom line from Susan, “We had 277 sweet rides at the show, 49 Corvettes: 27
from BSCC, 3 from Willamette Valley Corvette Club, 5 Cascade Corvette Club, 3 Classical
Glass, 2 High Desert, 1 Mt. Hood, 3 Rose City Corvettes, and 5 with no club affiliation. We
raised $4300 on Saturday, and minus expenses, we'll be able to give out $1500 each to
Doernbecher Children's Hospital, Shop with a Cop, and Sunshine Industries.”
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BSCC Mystery Tour & Dinner:
The group attending the Mystery dinner followed John & Cathy Wendell out of Sweet Home
for a nice drive on the back roads over to Stayton. As we went over “rollercoaster hill” I
made a comment to Leanne about how lucky all the people were that had not experienced it
before. It is such a rush every time we go over it.
After a short stop at the official BSCC destination of Dairy Queen, we followed Pat & Faye
north to Mt. Angel where the Wooden Nickel had a BBQ dinner ready for us. There was
potato salad, garlic bread, baked beans, chicken and boneless ribs to enjoy along with the
buzz of conversation after a long day at the Sweet Home Sweet Ride car show.
Don asked all the participants from other locations to introduce themselves. What a nice
bunch of people they all were (and not just because of the positive comments about BSCC
and the event). There was almost a clean sweep of the raffle items by non-club members,
winning 3 of the five baskets. It was great to see our guests get these awesome baskets as
reminders of the good time they had.
For me, the best part was the BIRFUTT exchange that we almost missed because the alarm
went off on Pats car as Faye tried to get out (again? … someone suggested counseling for
that). Pat got in front of the group and made it clear that it was his BIRFUTT to give. He then
told a humorous story about why he was passing the BIRFUTT to Sandy while she put up
quite a good squawk about it. I had mistakenly thought the group had to decide when the
BIRFUTT was passed along. It makes total sense that the member who possesses the
BIRFUTT should feel free to pass it on for a reason of their choosing and in the spirit of good
fun. In the end, Sandie was a very good sport about it and is currently enjoying her BIRFUTT
experience. Stay tuned for next month’s Sandie BIRFUTT Story/Saga.

4th of July Fireworks at John & Cathy’s Family Farm - PICS
We arrived kind of late, as we went to dinner before heading out to the farm. Some people
were still people eating dinner when we arrived but it seemed that many were ready for
dessert. We brought the two gallon bags of strawberries that we had frozen after the Ice
Cream Social which was piled with leftover shortcake, ice cream(there were 10 half gallons),
and whipped cream. I’m pretty sure there was still quite a bit left at the end of the night. We
departed right after the fireworks ended; before we got stuck taking the leftovers home,
although Mary did try.
We missed the most exciting part when law enforcement came flying up in a jet boat and ran
his boat up on the other bank of the river. Although, the event was being monitored by a
licensed individual, there was fear that it was going to get shutdown because of all of the
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“illegal” fireworks being shot off. The officer marched right up the beach and got a plate full
of food. Later, he brought over a plate of salmon to our group. So, the fears turned out to be
unfounded.
John & Cathy provided a couple of big boxes of fireworks that a few of the kids in the group
had a blast lighting. My younger daughter didn’t enjoy it as much because she was too busy
freaking out that the fireworks were going to come and get her. I suppose it was a good
character building exercise.
The big fireworks came from the very large group across the river. I did get some pictures,
but some look more like star formations than fireworks. It was a big experiment for me as I
have not taken too many pictures of fireworks before and truth be told usually pretty much
use my camera on automatic. I was in the dark trying to make adjustments to settings I have
never used before. Now, hopefully I can return my camera to normal. Lol.
For those of you who didn’t come, you missed a very nice evening in front of the longest
camp fire I have ever experienced in a very beautiful spot. Well, at least it was beautiful until
it got dark, but then the Fireworks filled in. Thank you very much John & Cathy. It is
awesome of you to let us come and experience this event with you.

Show Updates
o Seattle in September Organizers
 Registrations are currently at 122 people and 62 cars registered with
more coming in daily -- They hope to sell out the event (200 people) by the
first of August!

They were built, not at a factory, but
at a temporary pilot assembly facility,
and it was done in the customer
delivery garage in an old building on
Van Slyke Avenue in Flint, Michigan.
Larry Angland

Fun Stuff
JB - Jake Beaver has arrived.
After talking with Bob Chilton & Larry Angland about stickers vs the vinyl clings that blew off
the cars, along with wanting to show our club spirit like some of the cars we’ve seen from
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other clubs, Leanne and I started playing with the idea of a Beaver vinyl sticker for our car,
which we felt plays more closely on the BSCC name than the outline of Oregon. We searched
the internet and found couple of graphics that we massaged and merged into Jake Beaver.
The reason I call him Jake beaver is because I took inspiration from the C6R Championship
Winning race team, whose logo is Jake. Jake is a black skull with the same eyes as Jake
Beaver, which is a profile of the C6 emblem.
Leanne’s dad makes vinyl signs & decals so he cut out the vinyl for us. The vinyl we chose is a
faux etched glass which is slightly textured and not too in your face. He is willing to make
them for anyone who wants them at $5 per beaver or club name (or $14 for full set as shown
on our car) in the faux etched glass vinyl. Considering one white vinyl sticker the size of Jake
Beaver is about $10 at the corner stands, this is a great price and a very inexpensive way to
show club spirit.
Our JB is about 6 inches tall by 5 inches wide. Beaver State Corvette Club is about 20 inches
long by 1 3/16 inches tall. The etched vinyl is rated for 7 years outdoors so considering
garage parking & seasonal driving they should last a long time. The vinyl is easily removed
with a razor blade if needed. He can probably make the beaver and/or letters a little smaller,
change the font of the letters and possibly change the eyes if wanted.
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Chevrolet Corvette Christened Official State Sports Car of Kentucky
Chevrolet Corvettes Command Top Dollar at Muscle-Car Auction
Miniature V8 Engines
2010 Amelia Island Concourse d' Elegance – Large file, please be patient.
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Cool Videos:
Burnout Super Test, Part Duh: Viper SRT-10 vs. Corvette Z06 Carbon
2011 Chevrolet Corvette Z06 Carbon vs. 2010 Corvette Grand Sport vs. 2002 Corvette Z06
Comparison Test and Video
How to open a bottle of wine without a corkscrew.

Tech Corner – C5 Steering Fix – Northwest Corvette Association June 2010 Newsletter
…one of our members had a little car trouble. The steering column lock froze making her car
un-drivable. The steering column lock is an anti-theft mechanism that locks the steering
wheel when the car is turned off. When she tried to turn her car on, the actuator froze
making the car un-drivable. This is a common problem with the C5. In fact, in the Northwest
Corvette Association, at least 5 members have had this problem, including the author. GM
initially released a recall in 2004 for this problem (Recall No. 04006B); however drivers still
had problems after the recall was performed on their cars. So in 2006 GM released a revision
to the recall calling for the total removal of the steering column lock ring and adding a
bypass (Recall No. 04006C). GM gave the owners that had the original recall done between
2004 and 2006 till august 2008 to get the revision done to their cars; otherwise they would
need to pay for the repair themselves. For me, when I bought my car in early 2008, they told
me there was no open recalls on my car since this one had already been done. So now I will
need to pay for them to fix it. If the recall has never been done on your car, you will have no
problem getting the new fix performed. I am planning on contacting the regional rep for GM
and seeing if there is anything they will do for me.
For those of us that had the original version done there are a couple of options. One is to
contact your local GM dealer and have them perform the recall and pay for it out of pocket
for a couple of hundred dollars. Or you can purchase an aftermarket add on called a Steering
Column Lock Bypass. This fits into your stock wiring harness and tricks the computer to
thinking your steering column lock actuator is working when it has been disengaged. It sells
on a couple of corvette aftermarket websites for around $75. It is fairly easy to install and
should take less than an hour to install. Disclaimer: This is not an authorized GM fix.
If your steering column does get locked and won’t release, it may be too late. Some tricks to
try to get it to disengage are to try to turn the steering wheel while turning the key on and
off. In some instances, cooling the interior by running the AC will release it. But sometimes it
just jams and won’t release. In that case your only option is to take it into a repair shop to get
it replaced.
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What’s coming up? - Full Schedule
 July 9-10, 2010 - Dare to Cruz Downtown Albany
 July 9-11, 2010 - In-N-Out Rally - Washington to Redding, CA - A run down the coast for some
yummy In-N-Out burgers.





















July 10, 2010 - Keizer Cars and Coffee - 7:30 to 9:30 AM – Portland Historics
July 11, 2010 - Operation Home Front - Heritage Mall - Albany, OR
July 13, 2010 - BSCC Meeting - 6:30pm at Ciddicis
July 15-17, 2010 - Vette Fest - Boise, Idaho – CANCELED
July 16-17, 2010 - Corvettes on the High Desert - Sisters, Oregon - Registration Form
July 16-17, 2010 - Pacific Coast Corvette Club - Coos Bay & North Bend –
July 16-17, 2010 - Springfield Cruise, Springfield Oregon - According to Cascade
Corvette Club
July 18, 2010 - Cascade Club's Crater Lake Tour I - email for info and to sign up.
July 24, 2010 - South Lane Cruisers 21st Annual Show & Shine - Cottage Grove
July 22-25, 2010 - Vettes On The Rockies - 2010
July 30 to August 2 - Rose City Corvette Classic - Portland
July 31, 2010 - Stayton Summer Fest Car Show, 12th annual
July 31 to August 8 - Hot August Nights - Reno NV
August 7, 2010 - Cascade Corvette Club's Crater Lake Tour II - email for info and to
sign up.
August 10, 2010 - BSCC Meeting - 6:30pm at Ciddicis
August 13-15, 2010 - Classical Glass 5-Star Corvette Classic Car Show - DuPont, WA
August 13-15, 2010 - Cruise the Gorge - The Dalles, OR
August 13-15, 2010 - Good Guys NW Nationals - Portland, OR
August 14, 2010 - Corvettes in the Vineyard - Concrete, WA

Final Word from your 2010 Newsletter Editor:
I was reading in the Pacific North West section of the Corvetteforum.com the day after the
Presidents Mystery Day Trip. An individual had asked about Corvette Events in Oregon and I
gave him a link to our calendar and said that he had missed a great trip including some
spirited driving. I will say that I believe this individual used to be a club member, but is not
currently. I like to say that no good deed goes unpunished and that is exactly what happened.
He blasted us on the forum for street racing, which is not at all what happened. It kind of
escalated but he finally cooled and deleted his comments and I deleted mine. I am writing
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about this here because I do not want to give the club a bad name and feel the need to
explain my perspective.
If I am asked to lead, I will do so in a manner in which I feel safe driving my car. Afterall, I
did buy a Corvette to have fun with. I know a few individuals who have told me that they
would be happy to let me lead, but I am also willing to be a follower as I do not feel a need to
lead. If I do lead, I may speed a little and drive fast in the corners. Those that follow can
choose to drive fast or take a leisurely drive. That is their choice. We will pull over and wait
when we get to a critical spot in our journey to allow those who want to take it easy to catch
up.
No one should drive faster than they feel safe. However when we are running on relatively
straight roads, please stay with the group and don’t get miles behind while enjoying the
scenery. If I am leading, my car will be on cruise control during these portions as they are
just not fun to drive fast, without going way beyond legal speeds and I certainly do not want
to go to jail while enjoying my car. Also, if I am going to take a chance on getting a ticket, I
want it to be for something fun, not stupid. By the way, I have not had a ticket in almost 20
years and Leanne has never had a ticket so I think this says something in itself.
If you wish to drive slower than the pack in a spirited driving portion of a cruise, let the
faster cars past. This is common courtesy and, in fact, Oregon law. You are supposed to move
over for faster traffic. If you really want to take it easy, why not volunteer to be the
Tailgunner?
That being said: Be smart. Leave your traction control on and drive within your limits. I will
definitely keep them in mind with my Spirited Driving.

Enjoy your ride,

John Williams - purchasing@widgetsupply.com
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